
Del Monte Dunes Case Chronology 
 

1981 City’s subdivision ordinance adopted 
 

Ponderosa submits plan for 344 condos on 37.6 acre lot (just over 
9 units per acre) located in Monterey’s coastal zone (CCC has final 
approval responsibility until City has an certified Local Coastal 
Plan) 
 
Property is zoned “R-G” – multi family residential zoning (allows 
densities up to 30 units per acre) 
 

1982 Draft EIR for 344 condos completed 
 

Planning Commission denies tentative map for 344 condos  
 

1983 City adopts an LCP/LUP pursuant to the CCA, but it isn’t yet 
certified by the CCC 

 
1984 Planning Commission denies 264-unit tentative map/PUD (7 units 

per acre)  
 

City is considering rezoning the property 
 
The LCP/LUP still has not been certified by the CCC 

 
Planning Commission denies 224-unit tentative map (about 6 units 
per acre) 
 
Ponderosa appeals denial to City Council 
 
City Council adopts resolution instructing Planning Commission to 
consider 190-unit project  
 
Ponderosa submits 190-unit plan to Planning Commission 
 
Ponderosa sells option on the land to Del Monte Dunes, Ltd. For 
$3.7m  
 



Planning Commission determines that 190-unit tentative map 
proposal is incomplete   
 
Planning Commission reviews 190-unit proposal as a “concept,” 
and denies approval 
 
Del Monte appeals the Planning Commission denial of “concept 
plan” 
 
Planning Director recommends conditional approval of plan 
 
City Council approves “site plan” with 15 conditions and grants 
18-month conditional use permit 

 
1985 Architectural Review Committee approves the site plan concept 
 

Planning Commission public hearing on revised Tentative Map for 
190-unit project 
 
Planning staff report recommends approval and states that the 15 
conditions have been met by the applicant 
 
Planning Commission continues the matter twice at applicant’s 
request 
 

1986 Planning Commission holds public hearing on revised Tentative 
Map for 190-units and Staff recommends approval 

 
Planning Commission denies revised tentative map citing 
applicant’s failure to address (1) property access, (2) habitat 
protection for SBB, and (3) sand grading and removal 
 
City Council extends the CUP approval for 12 months 
 
City Council denies tentative map for 190 units 

 
Del Monte Dunes, Ltd. files complaint  
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PREFACE

This document was prepared in accordance with the California Environmental
Quality Act and the State EIR Guidelines. It constitutes the Final Environ-
mental Impact Report, as an addendum to the Draft EIR, for the proposed
Ponderosa Homes Project. The Draft EIR for this project was circulated for
public review beginning in January, 1982. During the 45 day review period,
concerned public agencies submitted their comments regarding the project and
adequacy of the Draft EIR to the city. This Final EIR includes all comments
received by the city during the review period and responses to these comments.
The responses take into consideration recommendations of the City of Monterey,
as well as the applicant's revised site plan modified in response to the DEIR
(Davis-Jacoubowsky-Hawkins Associates, Inc., Site Plan, revised February 25,
1982).
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1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PONDEROSA HOMES
PROJECT PLAN

Table 1 provides a summary of environmental impacts of the Ponderosa Homes
project, incorporating plan revisions made by the applicant since the Draft
EIR. The table lists impacts identified in the original Draft EIR and impacts
identified by comments on the Draft EIR. Mitigation proposed by the applicant
and/or recommended in the EIR is described for consideration in the plan
review process. The net impact column indicates whether the identified impact
has been reduced to a minor, moderate, or beneficial level by the proposed
mitigation.

It should be noted that the Ponderosa Homes project plan is conceptual and
final design plans and engineering practices have not been formulated. In an
effort to be responsive and address these issues, the applicant has worked
with the city over a considerable period of time. As a result, certain miti-
gation has been incorporated into the project by the applicant (see footnote 4
in Table 1), reducing the net impact rating as shown in the right hand column
of Table 1. Other mitigation recommended in the EIR has not been adopted by
the applicant. If mitigation measures proposed in the EIR are not included in
the project plans, the net impact rating may be subject to change from that
shown in Table 1.



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED NET RATING

MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

LAND USE AND PLANNING

- Effects on compatibility Minor - None needed, since uses pro- Minor
with adjacent land uses, posed are generally compatible
if the proposed access with adjacent uses.
through the state beach
property is implemented.

- Land use compatibility with Moderate traffic - Restrict motor vehicle access Minor
Del Monte Dunes would be safety impact in Del to Tide Avenue for emergency
affected if public motor Monte Dunes. vehicles only or improve Del
vehicle access is extended Monte Dunes streets and
to the project by Tide Beneficial emergency entrance (see Traffic mitiga-
Avenue. access impact for both tion).

Del Monte Dunes and
the proposed project.

- On site and adjacent land
use effects of the optional
Del Monte Avenue connection
would be:

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

PROPOSED NET RATING
IMPACT RATING2 MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

On site removal of the Moderate - Preserve any oaks outside the Minor
largest oak grove and right of way.
elimination of most or
all of the 1.5 acre city - Dedicate a smaller area to the
open space dedication. city along the SPRR tracks for

incorporation into the city's
proposed bike/pedestrian path.

Provision of potential Beneficial - None needed. Beneficial
access to currently land-
locked, adjacent parcel
between the project and
the freeway.

- Dedication of 7.2 acres of Beneficial - None needed. Beneficial
beachfront and development
of public parking facili-
ties on the adjacent state
beach property would signi-

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)







TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

Development standards Consistent, except - Widen proposed pavement widths Consistent
street width (moderate to meet city Public Works
impact). Department standards.

- Inclusionary zoning ordi- Potentially consistent - Provide at least 52 units Consistent with
nance priced within the moderate provision of

income range, as required by moderate income
the ordinance.* range units.

- Compliance with the
Monterey General Plan.

Land use designation Consistent with the - None needed. Consistent
Residential designa-
tion.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

Potentially inconsis- - If the optional Del Monte Ave- Consistent with
tent with the Light
Industrial designa-

nue access is built, the Light rezoning.

tion (minor impact).
Industrial designation area may
need amendment to Residential.
(This area is proposed as the
city open space dedication. As
such, it may need amendment to
Park and Recreation after
transfer of title to the city;
this would be a separate action
unrelated to environmental
review of this project.)

Housing Element Potentially consistent - None needed. Potentially con-
sistent

Noise Element Consistent - None needed. Consistent

Seismic Hazard Policies Consistent - None needed. Consistent

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED NET RATING

MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

Flood Hazard Policies Inconsistent (signi- - Relocate Buildings 25, 26 and Potentially
ficant impact) 27 away from storm wave (100 consistent

year storm) and coastal ero-
sion (50 year rate) hazards.*

Scenic Highway Element Inconsistent, if - Remove or relocate Buildings Potentially
State Route 1 is adop- 1 to 7, 14 and the new three consistent
ted as a scenic route, story building behind the back
as proposed (signifi- dune bluff ridge.
cant impact).

Valuable Wildlife Habitat Inconsistent, due to - Implement measures described
Policies

Potentially
the removal of pro- under Ecology. consistent
bable Smith's blue
habitat (potentially
moderate impact).

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

PROPOSED NET RATING
IMPACT RATING2 MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

- Compliance with Coastal
Act Chapter 3 Policies

Shoreline Access Potentially consis- - None needed. Potentially
tent. consistent

Recreation and Visitor Potentially consis- - None needed.
Serving Facilities

Potentially con-
tent, although housing' sistent, pending
in the coastal zone LUP process
is assigned a lower decisions on
priority than visitor priority land
serving facilities in uses.
the Coastal Act.

Housing

Water and Marine
Resources

Potentially consis- - None needed. Potentially
tent. consistent

Potentially consis- - None needed. Potentially
tent. consistent'

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1
NET RATING

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED 

MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

Locating and Planning Potentially consis- - None needed.
New Development

Potentially
tent consistent

Diking, Dredging, Filling Potentially consis- - None needed.
and Shoreline Structures

Potentially
tent consistent

Environmentally Sensitive Potentially incon- - Implement measures described
Habitat Areas sistent (moderate

Potentially
under Ecology for the Smith's consistent

impact). blue habitat and Cardylanthus
rigidus littoralis (Seaside
bird's beak).

Hazard Areas Potentially incon- - Relocate Buildings 25, 26 and
sistent (significant

Potentially
27 farther from the shoreline consistent

impact). beyond storm wave and beach
erosion hazards.*

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS'

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

PROPOSED NET RATING
IMPACT RATING2 MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

Coastal Visual Resources Potentially inconsis- - Increase setback from the
tent (significant im-

Potentially
shoreline (proposed by appli- consistent

pact). cant, but not sufficiently);
remove or relocate Buildings
1 to 7 and the new, three
story building into the bowl
off the back dune ridge;
restrict the height of
Buildings 14, 20, 23, 24, and
27 to two stories to remove
their rooflines from the
regional entry view and reduce
visibility from state beach.
Widen setback from state beach,
increase reconstructed dune
height, and plant native shrubs
or trees to screen views of
buildings and views into the
project entrance.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED NET RATING
MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

LAND USE AND PLANNING
(continued)

- Concentrate development within
the topographic bowl.

Public Works

TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

Potentially consistent - None needed. Potentially
consistent

- Operating characteristics Minor - None needed. Minor
of surrounding intersec-
tions would not be affected
sufficiently to reduce the
level of service under all
three access scenarios.

- Extension of Tide Avenue Moderate - If Tide Avenue is extended, re- Minor
into the project for public strict motor vehicle use to em-
motor vehicle use would ergency vehicles only, or im-
create safety hazards in prove Surf Way, Tide Avenue,
Del Monte Dunes.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION
(continued)

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED NET RATING

MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

Roberts Avenue, and Casa Verde
Way to city street standards.*

- Extension of Tide Avenue Beneficial - See previous item. Beneficial
would enhance areawide
circulation, service access
and emergency access.

- Optional Del Monte Avenue Moderate - Signalize the new intersection. Minor
access would create a new
intersection on Del Monte
Avenue.

- The proposed access scena- Significant - Provide secondary emergency Beneficial
rio does not indicate access at Tide Avenue.*
secondary emergency access.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1
PROPOSED

IMPACT RATING2 MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY

- Structural damage due to Moderate - Design buildings in compliance Moderate
seismic groundshaking. with Uniform Building Code

requirements for a seismically
active area.*

- Design utilities with flexible
connections and automatic
shutoff valves.*

- Liquefaction hazard. Minor - None needed. Minor

- Wind erosion potential on Significant - Wind erosion control plan (see Minor
unprotected and non Appendix D and Response D.2).
stabilized dunes (see
Appendix D and Response - Dune restoration and revegeta-
D.1). tion.*

- Irrigate sand during dry period
construction activity (see
Appendix D and Response D.2).

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY
(continued)

- Pedestrian and off road vehicle
controls in the restored dunes
areas (see Appendix D and
Response D.2).

- Tsunami hazard to proposed Minor - Setbacks and minimum elevations Minor
structures and roadways. needed for erosion and storm

wave reach impacts would
mitigate tsunami hazards.*

- Beach erosion hazard to
proposed structures and
roadways:

Buildings 26 and 27 Significant - Relocate these buildings Moderate; beyond
farther from the bay.* 50 year rate,

within 100 year
rate.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1
PROPOSED

IMPACT RATING2 MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY
(continued)

Other proposed buildings Minor - None needed. Minor

Proposed roadways Minor - None, except relocation of the Minor
cul de sac landward with
relocation of Buildings 26 and
27.*

Optional beachfront road- Significant
way and existing water
and sewer main near the
beach.

- Consider alternative water and Minor
sewer connections to the pro-
posed project, and eliminate
the optional beachfront roadway
from the plan or relocate it
landward of 50 year erosion
limits.

- Storm wave reach hazards
to proposed structures and
roadways:

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY
(continued)

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

Buildings 25 and 26 Significant - Ensure that these buildings Minor; above 10
are placed above the 26 foot percent inunda-
elevation contour.* tion elevation.

Other buildings Minor - None needed. Minor

Proposed roadways Minor - None needed. Minor

Optional beachfront Significant - Eliminate this roadway from the Minor
plan or relocate it above an
acceptable 100 year storm wave
reach risk elevation.*

- Adverse changes to the Minor - Standard construction erosion Minor
quantity or quality of control procedures.
storm water runoff and
effects to offshore water
quality.

- Proper site drainage controls
(see Appendix D).

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY
(continued)

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

- Collect on site drainage in
percolation troughs and ponds,
rather than discharge into
ocean outfall.*

ECOLOGY

- Removal of dune vegetation Significant - Dune restoration program with Minor
habitat. revegetation.*

- Loss of coast live oak Moderate - Employ the tree protection Minor
trees due to construction methodology in Appendix E to
activity. preserve oak specimen on

outer slope of back dunes.

- Impacts on marine resources Minor - Standard erosion control Minor
due to construction sedi- measures during construction.
ment.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

ECOLOGY
(continued)

- Habitat removal affecting Potentially moderate - Conduct a flight season survey Potentially
the endangered Smith's blue to confirm or discount the moderate pending
butterfly. species' use of the site. the flight seasol

survey. Poten-
- If found, include revegetation tially minor with

of wild buckwheat (Eriogonum replanting of
latifolium) in the dunes wild buckwheat.
restoration program.*

- Concentrate development into
the center of the site to allow
wider shore and back dune
buffer areas for possible
revegetation.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

ECOLOGY
(continued)

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED NET RATING

MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

- Removal of rare or Potentially moderate - Conduct a flowering season Potentially
endangered plants survey for the soon to be moderate, pending

state listed endangered the flowering
species, Cordylanthus rigidus season survey.
littoralis. Five other plant Potentially minor
species recognized as rare, with replanting
but not legislatively pro- or transplanting
tected, should also be included
in the flowering season survey.

- If found, consider replanting
or transplanting or protection
of rare and/or endangered
plant species communities.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

VISUAL AND DESIGN ANALYSIS

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

- Increased visual access to Beneficial - None needed. Beneficial
the coast and public
viewing opportunities from
the proposed state beach
facilities.

- Removal of existing aban- Beneficial - None needed. Beneficial
doned tanks and industrial
structures from the Del
Monte Avenue corridor.

- Alteration of the visual Significant - Remove or relocate Buildings Minor
corridor for the proposed 1 to 7, 14, and the new three
State Route 1 scenic story building behind, instead
highway. of atop, the back dune bluff.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

VISUAL AND DESIGN ANALYSIS
(continued)

- Overall regional visibility
of the proposed project.

- Intrusion on the regional
entry view across Monterey
Bay from southbound State
Route 1.

IMPACT RATING2

Moderate

Minor

PROPOSED
MITIGATION3

- Concentrate development more
into the topographic bowl,
increase beach and highway
buffers; decrease building
heights on upper elevations
of the bowl slopes (in con-
formance with the previous
Redevelopment Project Environ-
mental Design study for the
site).

- Reduce the heights of Buildings
23 and 24 from three to two
stories to remove their roof
lines from this view.

NET RATING
AFTER MITIGATION4

Minor

Minor

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

VISUAL AND DESIGN ANALYSIS
(continued)

- Intrusion on the local Significant - Remove or relocate Buildings Minor
entry view into the Del
Monte Avenue corridor from

1 to 4 and the new three story

the State Route 1 off ramp.
building behind the back dune
bluff.

- Local visibility of the Significant
project from surrounding

- Relocate Buildings 1 to 7, 14, Minor

viewpoints.
and the new three story
building into the topographic
bowl to reduce alteration of
the back dune bluff, the most:
visually prominent portion of
the site.

- Visual effects of proposed Beneficial - None needed.
dunes restoration and the

Beneficial

two open space dedications.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1 IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED

MITIGATION3
NET RATING

AFTER MITIGATION4

VISUAL AND DESIGN ANALYSIS
(continued)

- Intrusion on views along Moderate - Increase the setback of Minor
(parallel to) the beach and Buildings 23 to 27 from the
overall alteration of beach (proposed by the appli-
visible, natural land forms. cant, but not sufficiently).

Previous environmental design
study recommended a minimum 500
foot setback from the shore-
line.

- Concentrate the development
into the bowl bottom and inner
slopes, relocating units off
the back dune and away from the
beach.

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

VISUAL AND DESIGN ANALYSIS
(continued)

- Cumulative visibility of
several residential project
structures in near ground,
middle distance and through
the entrance street gap, as
seen from likely state beach
recreation use areas (see
Appendix A and Response
A.5).

IMPACT RATING2

Significant

PROPOSED
MITIGATION3

- Increase setback of Buildings
14, 20, 24, and 27 from state
property and restrict their
height to two stories (see
Response A.5).

- Reconstruct dunes higher than
shown on revised site plans and
plant native shrubs and trees
to screen perimeter views (see
Response A.5).

- Overlap restored dunes at the
project site entrance to screen
views into the center of the
development (see Response A.5).

NET RATING
AFTER MITIGATION4

Minor

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

NOISE

- Noise impact on the pro-
posed project from State
Route 1 traffic.

Existing noise levels

Future noise levels

IMPACT RATING2

Minor

Minor, except
Moderate for
Buildings 6, 7, and
14.

PROPOSED
MITIGATION3

- None needed

- Prepare and acoustical
analysis of the structural
design of these buildings in
conformance with Title 25 of
California Administrative Code;
incorporate any recommended'
structural measures to reduce
interior noise.*

NET RATING
AFTER MITIGATION4

Minor

Minor

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.

(continued)



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND PROPOSED MITIGATION (continued)

SUMMARY IMPACT FINDINGS1

NOISE
(continued)

IMPACT RATING2
PROPOSED NET RATING

MITIGATION3 AFTER MITIGATION4

- Noise impact on the pro- Moderate, between the - Prepare an acoustical analysis Minor
posed project from airport 60 and 65 CNEL of the structural design of
operations. contours residential buildings in con-

formance with Title 25; incor-
porate structural mitigation to
reduce interior noise, as
recommended in that study.*

1 Impact findings include those identified in the DEIR and in comments received during the
circulation period.

2 This rating reflects the expected impact degree without mitigation.

3 Measures proposed by the applicant or incorporated into revised project plans at this
time are denoted by an asterisk (*). Measures without an asterisk have been recommended
in the EIR, but are not incorporated at this time into the project plans.

4 The net rating reflects the impact degree assuming implementation of all the proposed
mitigation listed. The net impact rating may be subject to revision, if all of the
proposed mitigation is not implemented.



2. LIST OF PERSONS, ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLIC AGENCIES COMMENTING ON THE
DRAFT EIR

The list of comments received on the Draft EIR is presented in this section.
The verbatim written comments submitted to the city are provided in Section 4,
Appendices.

APPENDIX A

Devon Bates, Lead Planner
California Coastal Commission
written communication, March 8, 1982

APPENDIX B

Frank Raeon, Chief of Community Planning
City of Seaside
written communication, February 23, 1982

APPENDIX C

Donald B. Bright
Donald B. Bright & Associates
written communication, February 15, 1982

APPENDIX D

Gene Ares, Erosion Control Specialist
City of Monterey
written communication, February 10, 1982

APPENDIX E

Paul Davis, AIA, Architect
Davis-Jacoubowsky-Hawkins Associates, Inc.
written communication, March 12, 1982

APPENDIX F

Stephen Williamson
State Clearinghouse
Office of Planning and Research
written communication, March 12, 1982

APPENDIX G

E. V. Toffoli
California Department of Fish and Game
written communication, February 18, 1982

APPENDIX H

W. W. Evans, A-95 Coordinator
CALTRANS District 05
written communication, March 2, 1982
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3. RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

Responses to comments received on the Draft EIR are provided in this section.
The responses are keyed to specific comments by the appendix designation and
paragraph number. Refer to Section 4, Appendices for the verbatim written
comments received.

A. Devon Bates, California Coastal Commission, March 8, 1982

A.1 The environmental document is a focused EIR, as stated on page iv. Al-
though water and sewer capacity have been a concern in the past for cer-
tain circumstances, the city's Initial Study did not identify these as
having a potentially significant environmental impact for this project.

A.2 The sewer easement has been preserved in the project's site plan. Also,
for any development by the applicant outside that easement, dunes resto-
ration has been proposed that uses the same stabilization and revegeta-
tion concepts employed for the sewer construction's dune restoration
program. (The same landscape architect has prepared both programs.)
Consequently, the applicant's dune restoration program is potentially
consistent with the sewer line permit conditions.

An in depth and site specific study of coastal erosion rates and storm-
wave reach on the project site was prepared during the EIR process by
Dr. Warren C. Thompson. The City of Monterey considers Dr. Thompson's
work to be sufficiently precise and accurate. The preliminary findings
of his analysis were incorporated into the Draft EIR. His final results
are now available and indicate a slightly slower erosion rate and essen-
tially equal stormwave reach to data used in the DEIR. The final
results of the study are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. FINAL COASTAL EROSION AND STORMWAVE REACH ESTIMATES

LANDWARD DISTANCE OF
EROSION OF THE
COASTAL BLUFF TOE 50 YEARS 100 YEARS

- Minimum erosion 50 feet 100 feet
- Expected erosion 87 feet 173 feet
- Maximum erosion 125 feet 250 feet

STORMWAVE REACH ELEVATION
ABOVE NGVD (SEA LEVEL) 50 YEAR STORM 100 YEAR STORM

- Highest inundation 25.5 feet 28.1 feet
- 10 percent inundation 23.7 feet 26.1 feet
- Average inundation 20.1 feet 22.2 feet
- 90 percent inundation 16.5 feet 18.3 feet
- Lowest inundation 14.7 feet 16.3 feet

Source: Dr. Warren C. Thompson, 1981
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A.3

A.4

Assuming the 50 year erosion rate is used for design purposes, the set-
back recommendations in the Draft EIR (which have been incorporated into
a revised site plan by the applicant) are valid based upon the findings
of Dr. Thompson. Buildings 25, 26 and 27 would require additional set-
back, if the 100 year erosion rate were used as a design criterium. For
comparison to the above erosion rate findings, the sewer easement is
located approximately 300 to 350 feet from the existing toe of the
coastal bluff.

No seawalls or retaining structures are proposed for the Ponderosa Homes
project. Coastal Act Section 30235.2 prohibits such structures for non
coastal dependent uses and the City of Monterey has also indicated that
protective structures would not be allowed.

The specific location and status of public trust land on the project
site are uncertain. Topographic data indicates that a strip of property
along the bayfront portion of the Phillips Petroleum parcel (the project
site) is located below mean high tide (1.89 feet). This strip of pro-
perty is estimated to be approximately 120 feet wide and constitutes
approximately 2.85 acres. Regardless, the presence of public trust land
would not alter density calculations for the proposed project, since the
City of Monterey bases density findings on the gross project site.

The current General Plan and zoning for the site are for residential
uses, therefore only residential use alternatives and the no project
alternative were considered during the EIR process. The Local Coastal
Program Land Use Plan (LUP) will investigate various uses for the site
and their relationship to Coastal Act Sections 30222, 30223 and 30255.
Under the no project alternative, other future land uses could occur on
the site. Therefore, the no project alternative can be considered to
incorporate potential future use for recreation and visitor serving
facilities. The LUP process will, of course, be the primary forum for
addressing land use priority issues for this and other private property
in the LCP area, in conformance with the Coastal Act.

The disagreement with the potentially consistent EIR finding related to
Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilties Policies. is noted. The intent
of the designation, potentially consistent, is to indicate that future,
final determination is needed, in this case through the LUP and coastal
permit processes.

A.5 The visual impact of the Ponderosa Homes project from the proposed state
beach facilities would be twofold: (1) intrusion into views along the
beach from the state property (and upcoast areas) and (2) visibility of
project structures from likely recreation use areas on the state pro-
perty. The first impact has already been discussed in the DEIR and
considered to be MODERATE. Discussion addressing the second impact is
provided as follows.

Based upon the local topography, likely location of recreation use areas
on the state property, and the proposed site plan layout, it is evident
that the proposed grading, multi floor residential structures and street
construction would be visible to future state beach users. Most appar-
ent would be the ends of 'residential structures nearest the perimeter of
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the state property (Buildings 14, 20, 24 and 27). Also, a direct view
into the center of the development from potential use areas would be
created by the grading cut for the entrance of the main access street
into the project. Several residential structures would be visible
through this entrance, varying depending upon point of view. The upper
portions of two and three story structures on the far side of the pro-
ject site from the state property (Buildings 8, 9, 10 and 15 on the
higher elevations of the inner slopes of the topographic bowl and the
five three story structures along the back dune ridge in the revised
site plan) would also be visible, in conjunction with the existing mul-
tiple family structures in the adjacent Del Monte Dunes neighborhood.

The cumulative visual impact of this project visiblity would be SIGNIFI-
CANT. The presence of near ground multi floor buildings (14, 20, 24,
27) would bring architectural elements much closer to the state beach
than currently exists (now 1200 to 1500 feet from the state beach).
This impact, together with views into the center of the development and
views of several new structures in the middle distance (Buildings 1-5,
8, 9, 10 and 15), would make the appearance of the proposed development
very evident to state beach users.

The recommended site plan mitigation along the project site's boundary
with the state property could reduce this visual impact to a MINOR
level. The recommended mitigation is as follows:

- Increase the setback of Buildings 14, 20, 24 and 27 from the state
property line to provide room for higher berming of reconstructed
dunes. Also, maintain these buildings at two instead of three
stories. To the extent feasible, planted dune vegetation should
include native shrub and tree species that can add to the height
of the dune buffer.

- Reconstruct dunes near the entrance of the project to screen a
direct view into the development. This could include increasing
the elevation of the entrance gap in the dunes and providing
restored dunes oriented so they would appear overlapped as seen
from the state property, but would still provide a roadway opening.

A.6 Since the State Department of Parks and Recreation has not yet prepared
the General Plan for developing the proposed state beach, the extent to
which a road bisecting the property would adversely discourage public
use on the landward side is uncertain. However, the City of Monterey,
State Department of Parks and Recreation, and the applicant are con-
tinuing to evaluate possible approaches to providing access to the pro-
ject in a way that is compatible with and supportive to the objectives
of developing a state beach. The current approach under consideration
is to relocate the existing city owned right of way for Sand Dunes Drive
to an alignment as close to State Route 1 as possible. This would maxi-
mize the amount of usable property between the beach and Sand Dunes
Drive.

If the guardhouse shown is intended to control access to the proposed
project residences (this intent is not certain), then its current loca-
tion would also discourage public access to state property. This would
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be considered a SIGNIFICANT barrier to public use of public property. As
mitigation, if a guardhouse is desired for the residential development,
it should be located within the private property, not on state land.
Relocation of the guardhouse to private property would eliminate this
impact.

A.7 Circulation impacts of connecting a proposed project roadway to Tide
Avenue are discussed on page 53 of the Draft EIR.

A.8 The inaccuracy of Figure 7 is acknowledged in the area southwest of
Beach Way. Eight of the lots between Dunecrest Avenue and Tide Avenue
support single family structures in the area. The remaining majority of
the area is undeveloped, vacant land.

B. Frank Raeon, Chief of Community Planning, City of Seaside, February 23,
1982

B.l The technical traffic report by John J. Forristal from which the EIR
analysis was adapted is provided in Exhibit A. The Forristal report
addressed the ramp intersections with Canyon del Rey reporting:

"The second highest proportionate increase (in traffic caused by
the project) is on Humbolt Street at over 100 percent. The total
volume of 5,200 vehicles is well below the capacity of the exis-
ting roadway section. The only potential congestion point is the
back to back left turns to the on ramps; however, the turn volumes
and the opposing through traffic volumes are low enough to mini-
mize this problem. Also, the roadway through the interchange area
is of sufficient width to install a median turn lane if the need
should arise".

Based on this finding, the traffic report concludes that operational
impacts would not be significant. Also, CALTRANS sent a comment letter
on the DEIR (Appendix H) and expressed no concern over ramp operation at
Canyon del Rey.

B.2 The capacity of the Sand Dunes Drive/Humboldt Street intersection was
found to be sufficient to carry the project traffic, even though the
amount of additional traffic is considered "substantial". Consequently,
the operation of the intersection would not experience a significant
adverse impact. Departing traffic would be making a relatively free
flowing right turn from Sand Dunes Drive to Humboldt Street. Entering
traffic would be mostly turning left into Sand Dunes Drive from Humboldt
Street against very light opposing volumes.

State beach property traffic was not incorporated into the quantitative
analysis, since the afternoon, peak hour, residential traffic would be
the critical period. The state beach traffic would peak at a different
time (on the weekends), so the peaking characteristics of the two types
of traffic would not be additive. Also, the lack of a State General Plan
for development of the state beach causes uncertainty as to its specific
traffic generation rate.
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E.12 The line pattern on the project site in Figure 7 inadvertently resembles
the government/institutional designation (such as used on the Naval Post-
graduate School property). The project site is not a government/institu-
tional land use.

E.13 See Response E.2, E.5 and E.11.

E.14 See Response E.2, E.5 and E.11. Although the structures closest to
State Route 1 are within the skyline of the more distant Del Monte Dunes
neighborhood, the proposed project's visibility is still an important
issue with structures being 1200 to 1400 feet closer to the southbound
viewing motorist than the Del Monte Dunes buildings.

F. Stephen Williamson, State Clearinghouse, Office of Planning and
Research, March 12, 1982

F.1 The state agency comments mentioned have been received and are the
subject of Appendices G and H in this Final EIR.

G. E.V. Toffoli, California Department of Fish and Game, February 18, 1982

G.1 The Department's concurrence with the EIR findings is noted. The use of
native plants for revegetation and the replanting of wild buckwheat as
mitigation are emphasized in the EIR. The applicant has proposed a dune
restoration program with native plant materials and stated the intent to
include wild buckwheat replanting.

H. W.W. Evans, A-95 Coordinator, CALTRANS District 05, March 2, 1982

H.1 Comment is noted. Site plan mitigation of view impacts to State Route 1
are recommended in Section 4.5, including increasing setbacks for
Buildings 1-7.
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APPENDIX A. CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION, MARCH 8, 1982

State of California, Edmund G. wn Jr., Governor

California Coastal Commission
631 Howard Street, 4th floor
San Francisco, California 94105
(415)543-8555

March 8, 1982

Mr. Richard Garrod
Planning Director
City of Monterey
Monterey, California 93940

SUBJECT: A-95 #82012611: Ponderosa Homes, Del Monte Beach

Dear Mr. Garrod:

I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the Coastal Commission to
respond to the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared by Earth Metrics
Inc. for the Ponderosa Homes Project at Del Monte Beach. Thank you for in-
cluding our questions in your review.

A.1 1. Why were public services excluded as an element of the environmental
analysis?

Supplies of fresh water and sewer capacity have been indicated in the past
as being limited, therefore consideration of these possible constraints
appears warranted.

2. On page 13, why weren't removal of Buildings 23-27 (seaward of the inter-
A.2 ceptor) indicated as mitigation for Flood Hazard Policies and inconsis-

tencies indicated with the MRWPCA permit?

Of particular importance to this project and minimally mentioned in the EIR,
in the Monterey Regional Water Pollution Control Agency permit (Appeal No.
80-80) for a sewage treatment plant in Marina and transmission line which
intersect the subject parcel. The 20 foot sewer easement is shown in the
EIR on page 6, but the active permit contains dune restoration and revegeta-
tion of areas disturbed by construction within a 230+ ft. construction ease-
ment. The developments proposed by Ponderosa Homes conflict with these
restoration areas. Also, the EIR does not recognize that the location of the
pipeline was moved landward to its present configuration to assure that it
would remain covered and not become exposed due to wave action. The ESR
rightly acknowledges this as a high hazard area, but declines to mention the
restriction for construction of seawalls or retaining structures which new
development seaward of the pipeline would entail (even though they are not
part of the proposed project). Coastal Act Section 30235 expressly prohibits
new. development (other than coastal dependent development) which would require
protection by such devices and alteration of the natural shoreline.
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The findings and conditions of the sewer permit and other similar permits ap-
proved by the Coastal Commission indicate it is likely that any development
proposed seaward of the permitted pipeline and its access easement would be in
conflict with Coastal Act Chapter 3 policies, in particular 30253.1. and 2.
The figures used by Warren C. Thompson in the EIR are not consistent with in-
formation supplied by the State Division of Mines and geology with respect to
storm reach and erosion rates. Materials used to define hazards for the sewer
permit should be compared with the EIR as part of the 'permit determination.

A.3 3. Where are public trust areas identified?

The applicant proposes to dedicate 7.2 acres to the State for beach recreation
purposes, however on page 40 the second paragraph under Impacts, the EIR
acknowledges that 2 acres are actually submersed. The map on page 6 details
the area to be dedicated, however fails to note that these are already public
trust areas and where the mean high tideline is located. Project density
figures and acreages should be revised throughout the document to incorporate
public trust areas and include those trust lands administered by the City.

A.4
4. Why weren't visitor serving uses discussed as a possible alternative to

the proposed development?

Pages 10 and 91 describe project alternatives, but limits discussion to a
reduced scale project with the same types of land uses. Pages 14, 24, 25, 43,
and 44 recognize the priority of visitor serving and recreational uses for up-
land and coastal areas, as per Coastal Act Sections 30222, 30223 and 30255,
however there is no attempt to reconcile this potential inconsistency. Page
46 (among others) incorrectly concludes that the project is potentially con-
sistent with Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities policies of the Coastal
Act. The forthcoming Land Use Plan, the first part of the Local Coastal Program,
will investigate various land uses for the site, but the EIR should indicate
that a coastal permit for housing could not be issued without full consideration
of priority uses.

A.5
5. What are the visual impacts of the project site from State Park property?

Page 20 indicates that there are beneficial impacts from "increased visual
access to the coast from the proposed state beach facilities", however views
from the State Park property would be significantly affected by private devel-
opment placed on the dunes at the perimeter of the property. A setback should
be considered as mitigation for negative impacts on views downcoast from State
lands. The dunes are a scenic resource not just from Highway One and Section
30251 provides for visual protection.

A.6 6. What are the impacts of the new road bisecting the State Park property?

Various legal issues are present and recognized in the EIR concerning private
use of a road across State Park land, but construction of the second road shown
on page 7 would further convert environmentally sensitive area to development
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and bisect State property. It is likely that one impact would be to discour-
age public use of the land between the road and the Highway easement. The
"guardhouse" shown at the entrance to the State Park property (other than the
chain gate) along the proposed entrance to the project is probably intended
to limit access to this road. Such conversion of State property for private
use would be inconsistent with the recreational policies of the Coastal Act.

A.7 7. Is circulation in the Del Monte Dunes area adequate? (Page 94)

The Issues summary for the Local Coastal Program indicate that there are exist-
ing conflicts between pedestrians and automobiles in this developed area and
that there are circulation constraints. Wouldn't use of Tide Avenue by the
subject development worsen circulation in this area because the streets are sub-
standard?

A.8 Finally, there is a discrepancy which should be clarified on Figure 7: Existing
Surroundins Land Uses because south of Beach Way there are only 4 existing resi-
dential units as opposed to the
dential development. If zoning
changed.

entire three block area denoted as existing resi-
is what is intended, then the title should be

If you have any questions about our comments and questions please let me know.
Also, please keep me informed of the permit process if it is pursued separate-
ly from the Land Use Plan.

Lead Planner

DB/lgu

cc: State Clearinghouse
Pete Dangermond - State Parks and Recreation
Siang Tan - State Division of Mines and Geology
Mike Miller - Central Coast District
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APPENDIX G. CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME, FEBRUARY 18, 1982

State of California The Resources Agency

1. Jim Burns, Projects Coordinator
Date: February 18, 1982

Resources Agency

2. Mr. Bill Fell, Planning Department
City of Monterey
City Hall
Monterey, CA 93940

Department of Fish and Game

DEIR Ponderosa Homes Project at Del Monte Beach; SCH 82012611

G.1 Department of Fish and Game personnel have reviewed the subject document
and f ind i t  adequately describes project impacts on f ish and wildl i fe on
a 37.6 acre coastal sand dune habitat. We generally concur with the
consultant's recommendations for dune restoration in areas projected for
disruption during site preparation grading, but we also wish to emphasize
the desirabi l i ty of re-vegetation of dunes with native vegetation only.
Such should definitely include one or both of the two buckwheat species
(Eriogonum) to enhance suitabi l i ty for Smith's blue butterf l ies.

Pursuant to the Cleary v. County of Stanislaus decision the Department
requests  t imely  not i f ica t ion o f  any o f f ic ia l  ac t ions taken on th is  pro jec t
so we may review these actions pursuant to Sections 15088 and 15089 of
the Cali fornia Environmental Quali ty Act (CEQA), Cali fornia Administrat ive
Code, Title 14.

State EIR guidel ines, Section 15146, require lead agencies to respond to
all comments/recommendations received on the Draft EIR and to include them
in the f inal document.

Department of Fish and Game personnel are available to discuss our concerns
in more detai l . To arrange a meeting, please contact Mr. Bruce Elliott,
Wildlife Biologist, Department of Fish and Game, 2201 Garden Road, Monterey,
CA 93940, telephone (408) 649-2890.
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